We consider the 2PI Cornwall-Jackiw-Tomboulis effective action at finite temperature for a noncommutative real scalar field theory in 4 dimensions, with noncommutativity among space and time variables. By means of a Rayleig-Ritz variation, we study the solutions of a stripe type nonuniform background, which depends on space and time, and hence on temperature. The analysis in the first approximation shows that such solutions appear in the planar limit, as already known, but also under normal noncommutativity, in an anisotropic region which has not been considered. Further we show that the transition from the uniform ordered phase to the non uniform one is first order.
I. INTRODUCTION
Noncommutativity in field theory has received much attention in recent years, as a means to explore short distances, i.e. high energy effects [1] . In particular these effects could be due to a fundamental theory behind, like string theory [2] . An interesting point which has attracted attention, is the possibility to observe low energy noncommutative effects due to the UV/IR mixing [3] . In this direction, an interesting question is the finite temperature behavior and phase transitions. In particular there is a breaking of translational invariance [4] , which leads to the appearance of a stripe phase, related to the UV/IR mixing [4] [5] [6] . In this paper it was considered a phase diagram with a Lifshitz point which was also studied in [3] . In these works it is argued that there is a phase transition from the uniform to the non uniform ordered phases, although it is not clear what happens at four dimensions. Moreover, in the study of noncommutative theories, the noncommutativity of time with space variables is known to lead to causality problems [7] . However, at finite temperature, in the imaginary time formalism, there is no reason why not to consider full noncommutativity [8] . In fact, the noncommutativity of the imaginary time could be related to noncommutative effects regarding temperature, suggesting a relation with nonequilibrium processes. Such processes have been studied in [9, 10] by means of the effective action of Cornwall, Jackiw and Tomboulis (CJT) [11] , which is given by an expansion in two-particle irreducible (2PI) Feynman diagrams. This effective action was proposed for the study of composite particles, and allows also to make selective summations to higher loop graphs [12] , which on the other side can be seen as consistent truncations which describe dissipative processes [9] . In [13] , the authors argue that in a noncommutative λφ 4 field theory [14] with a constant background, there is no symmetry breaking of the internal symmetry. However they show that in the stripe phase with space nonuniformity [4, 15] , symmetry can be broken. In this paper we consider the conditions for the existence of a stripe phase, in a scalar field theory with λφ 4 interaction at finite temperature, with noncommutativity among all variables. Consequently, we include a dependence of the stripe background on the imaginary time, and hence on the temperature. The study non uniform solutions is made by means of a Rayleigh-Ritz variation of the CJT effective action, and we look for consistent stripe solutions. It turns out that there are such solutions in the planar limit, as already found in [3, 4] , but also with anisotropic noncomutativity, which was not considered in previous works, with a temperature dependent background. Moreover there is a discontinuity from the uniform phase to the non uniform one, which points to a first order transition between these phases. The paper is organized as follows, in the second section we review some features of the CJT action, in the third section we consider the noncommutative, finite temperature formulation, in the third section we show the main results of the paper, and in the last section we draw some conclusions.
II. CJT EFFECTIVE ACTION
Let us consider an action of scalar fields I(Φ). The CJT [11] effective action Γ(φ, G) is obtained including a quadratic source term in the generating functional of the Green functions,
and then doing a double Legendre transformation of the generating functional of the connected diagrams iW (J, K) = log Z(J, K). Thus
Defining
it turns out that φ (x) is the vacuum expectation value of the field Φ(x), and G (x, y) is the connected two point function. The physical solutions are obtained from the stationarity conditions,
The resulting effective action is [11] Γ (φ, G)
where Γ 2 (φ, G) is the 2PI diagrams expansion,
and
For a λΦ 4 action
Γ 2 is given to first order in λ by [11] ,
III. NONCOMMUTATIVE FINITE TEMPERATURE ACTION
Let us consider the noncommutative action for a real scalar field with a λΦ 4 potential,
The noncommutative Weyl-Moyal product is given by,
We are interested on symmetry breaking of noncommutative finite temperature field theory. Action (12) , as well as (10) , is symmetric under Φ → −Φ. The imaginary time formulation is obtained from the relativistic field theory by setting the fields periodic in the imaginary time variable τ = it, Φ(τ + β) = Φ(τ )
The fourier transform of the fields is then given by
where ω n = 2πn β is the Matsubara frequency, see e.g. [16] . Thus the free action entering into the CJT effective action will be,
where
Further, we write the Weyl-Moyal product as
where Θ τ i = iθ 0i and Θ ij = θ ij . Therefore, for the interaction action we get
The noncommutative CJT action can be obtained from (12) and (7), as follows,
All terms in this expression, modulo additive constants, become real by the continuation to the imaginary time, and we get, including the nonplanar two loop terms,
IV. NONUNIFORM SOLUTIONS
In order to look for nonuniform ground state fields, we will consider such a solution. In [4, 13] , following [15] , the field is chosen to be given in a stripe phase, φ(x) = A cos( Q x), which does not depend on time in order to keep energy conserved. However, considering the possibility of non closed systems [17] , we will take a dependence on the imaginary time as follows
which depends on temperature through the Matsubara frequency ω n . Due to its dependence on only one mode, these fields are commutative, i.e. φ(τ, x) * φ(τ, x) = φ 2 (τ, x). Further, for simplicity, following [13] we keep G(x, y) = G(x−y) translational invariant. The Fourier expansion coefficients of (21) are
The integration of the terms in (21) which contain these coefficients, give results discontinuous in Q = 0. For instance
where δ Q vanishes if Q = 0, and is 1 when Q = 0, and V 3 = d 3 x is the three dimensional volume. Thus, up to the volume, for Q n = 0 (23) gives
However for an uniform background, i.e. φ constant, (23) gives
Note that this discontinuity is the same for a time independent stripe background.
Thus considering these contributions, we get
Due to the dependence of (21) on parameters, a Rayleigh-Ritz variation can be performed [11] . Thus variating the effective action with respect to A, Q and G(p k ), we get respectively the equations
From the third equation, we see that the integrals d 3 qG(q l ) have UV divergences and in order to regularize them, a high-momentum Λ cutoff can be made [4] . Further we define the (cut-off regularized) integrals
A first observation is the discontinuity of equations (25) and (27) at Q = 0, which points to a phase transition from the uniform, constant φ field, to the stripe phase with Q = 0 and n = 0. Indeed, (25) has solution A = 0 and, depending on the parameters, it can have non vanishing solutions which depend on Q as follows, For φ =constant, i.e. Q = 0, n = 0, defining A 0 = A| φ=constant and G 0 (q l ) ≡ G(q l )| φ=constant , we get
Further for Q = 0, n = 0
whose limit for Q → 0, n = 0, is
, where we made explicit the dependence on Q n . Clearly (32) differs from (30), by the factors on the l.h.s.. These equations have solutions, at least for low temperatures, only if m 2 < 0. Thus in the following we will suppose that this is the case and we set µ 2 = −m 2 . Further, from (27) we get for
However, if A = 0, G −1 (p k ) depends on A, which must be taken from (30)-(32), and we have the following cases. For φ =constant
For Q = 0, n = 0,
from which we get for Q → 0, n = 0,
In order to understand what happens, we need to know under which conditions Q has non vanishing solutions. As (26) is a very complicated equation, we will look for solutions which, by consistency, are necessarily non vanishing. Obviously, (26) is identically fulfilled when A = 0. Otherwise we have
In order to analyze it, we define the following adimensional quantities, θ = ΘΛ 2 , θ τ = Θ τ Λ 2 , κ =
